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Automotive: Lightheads

1.

If present, disconnect and remove the existing scenelight and
any round hole screw grommets from the mounting holes.
2.
Apply a 1/8” bead of adhesive sealer around the perimeter of the
rear of the adaptor plate. When properly applied, the sealer
bead will cover to the edge of the adaptor plate. Place the
adaptor plate onto the mounting surface so that the mounting
holes are aligned
NOTE: If the opening for the previous scenelight was not created
exactly as shown in the original scenelight installation guide, the
adaptor may not cover the opening completely. If so, apply adhesive
sealer around the adaptor plate to cover the opening.
3.

Locate the round hole screw grommets included with your new
scenelight. Insert these grommets through the mounting holes
in the adaptor plate and mounting surface. Using a small rod
(approx .062 dia.), press on the starting pin so that it is just
below the face of the grommet (about .050"). This will spread the
grommet prongs and lock the grommet in place. Do NOT press
the starting pin out of the grommet! If the pin is pressed out,
remove that grommet and install a new one.

Installation Guide:
900 Series Scenelight
Adaptor Plate

4.

Route the wires through the flange (if present) and gasket,
Extend the wires through the wire passage hole, make the
appropriate connections and confirm proper operation of the
light (refer to the guide included with your lighthead for important
wiring and fusing information).
5.
Apply a soap and water solution to the face of the silicone wire
exit seal.
6.
Assemble the flange (if present) and the gasket onto the
lighthead as shown. Refer to the illustration for proper
orientation of both the gasket and the lighthead.
7.
While holding all these components together, place the lighthead
assembly onto the mounting surface. IMPORTANT! When
placing the assembly onto the mounting surface, it must NOT be
moved or slid into its proper position It must be placed directly
into its proper position on the mounting surface.
8.
Hold the lighthead against the mounting surface and install the
mounting screws. Make sure the screw tips are in the center of
the grommet before tightening.
IMPORTANT! Before returning the vehicle to active service, visually
confirm the proper operation of this product, as well as all vehicle
components/equipment.
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Gasket
(Orient with opening
at bottom as shown)

IMPORTANT WARNING!
CAUTION! DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT
THESE LED’S WHILE THEY ARE ON.
MOMENTARY BLINDNESS AND/OR EYE
DAMAGE COULD RESULT!

